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Versilis is an industry leader in Automated Roadway Access Control. The Company offers integrated access control 

solutions which include a variety of ITS field devices, such as advance warning signs and gates. Field devices are 

integrated using Versilis communication components, specifically designed for the transportation industry, to 

allow easy local and remote control.  

Since its early beginnings, Versilis has constantly innovated, striving to exceed the highest industry standards and 

project requirements.  Thanks to extensive highway safety experience, solution ingenuity and a passionate team 

of specialized professionals, Versilis has become the industry reference, delivering innovative solutions across 

North America and beyond.  

 

Safety as a Driving Force 

Versilis’ primary purpose is to increase highway 

safety by offering Automated Access Control 

Solutions that will reduce worker exposure to live 

traffic and increase motorist safety. As such, Versilis 

is proud to offer the only crash tested warning gates 

on the market. All 3 horizontal gate models are crash 

tested according to NCHRP 350 or MASH, which 

present uniform guidelines for highway safety device 

testing. Crash performance is evaluated mainly on 

occupant risk, vehicle trajectory and structural 

deformation. Versilis is a strong believer in the 

utmost importance of conducting such tests to 

protect motorists in the event of a high-speed crash. 

Each Versilis warning gate features a highly visible 

gate arm, providing a clear lane delineation to 

ensure motorist compliance, which translates into 

fewer impacts, as well as low maintenance and 

operational costs. 

Innovative Solutions 

Versilis has developed a powerful, yet simple 

integrated System, applicable to all project types. 

Key communication components allow easy local 

and remote control and monitoring of ITS field 

devices. The solution is entirely configurable to each 

project, allowing customized grouping, sequencing, 

delaying and preemption. Transportation 

Authorities have adopted Versilis’ integrated and 

trusted solution as it greatly simplifies project design 

and deployment. 

Versilis’ product offering is in constant evolution and 

expansion to meet the transportation needs of today 

and tomorrow. 

Quality Manufacturing and Recognized Engineering 

Expertise 

Product components and materials are carefully 

sourced to last and withstand harsh environmental 

conditions such as extreme heat, cold, snow, ice, 

wind and corrosive roadway de-icing agents. Versilis 

takes pride in delivering quality products, 

manufactured to the highest industry standards.  

Versilis stands out by its strong engineering 

expertise, along with its Highway Safety, ITS, 

Managed Lanes Operation and Project Delivery 

experience. Project teams can count on Versilis for 

constructive engineering support from the early 

planning and design stages of a project, into the 

main construction and testing stages, as well as in 

the finishing stages of training and ongoing field 

service.  
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History  

Versilis was born to solve a safety concern. In the 

early 2000s, Versilis’ sister company, QMB Barrier 

Systems, started operating a movable barrier 

contract (Road Zipper), which required the left lane 

of a high-speed facility to be closed 3 times per day. 

The risk associated with QMB’s daily worker 

exposure to live traffic was high. A team of engineers 

was put together to develop an automated lane 

closure system consisting of automated signs and 

gates. As the first generation of Versilis solutions was 

later deployed, it proved to increase the safety and 

the efficiency of this daily operation. From then on, 

the team never looked back. Versilis was created to 

carry the innovation forward and bring the system 

to market. 

More than 15 years later, this movable barrier project 

still uses the SwiftGate system, 3 times per day. While 

Versilis’ team has grown and the solutions have 

evolved, the objective remains the same: Safety. 

Having demonstrated its capability on a number of 

automated access control projects across North 

America, Versilis is observing a high increase in 

demand. The future is bright for the company as it 

enters into a new chapter of international 

deployments and new product development. 

*** 

QMB Barrier Systems owns and operates concrete 

movable barriers, and distributes a wide range of 

Highway Safety products in Quebec and Ontario 

(Canada). Every year, QMB movable concrete barrier 

contracts benefit from Versilis’ expertise and 

solutions to reduce worker exposure to live traffic. In 

return, Versilis benefits from this valuable hands-on 

operational experience.  

Visit www.versilis.com to learn more. 

 


